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Dan

As you review the attached you will see that have altered

essential elements of the rules in your original draft those

need to be discussed However most of the recLines reflect

what was provided in draft form and are meant to address ques

believe need to be covered in the rules will be the first

that after more consideration and discussion of the attached

very surprised if there are not further major
wrote does not address the issue the way the

to address it and/or because there are still

outlined in the rules Bottom line for me is

more consideration not just by you and me but by the

view there should be as much uniformity as possible in

with the certification issue

One option would be for you to just move forward with Rule as stop

gap That is not as complex but you will see that have completely
rewritten what you provided on that rule also Even that rule reflects

decisions your board and probably the other boards need to be comfortable

with before moving forward e.g the 1993 and 2003 dates and the specific
reference to the RRC

Give me call if you want to discuss the attached apologize for the

extent of the suggested changes but see each and every word of rules

like these as critical Making sure that what needs to be covered now is

covered and in the correct manner is much preferred to having to deal with

problems later We will never be able to avoid all the problems but we

need to do our best up front to avoid as many as possible

Jim Cook
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